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The Most Rev. Anthony Fisher, O.P., Archbishop of the Catholic Archdiocese of Sydney, delivered the Order
of Malta Defence of the Faith Lecture on Wednesday, 22 July 2015, at St. Mary's Cathedral Hall, Sydney.
This is an edited version of that lecture.
The campaign to redefine marriage has recently gained such momentum  with now three and soon four bills
before the Commonwealth Parliament  that many think it is inevitable. This can leave those with misgivings
feeling that they are already losers in a done deal.
Some think it is the inexorable progress of liberty and equality  which leaves the doubters on "the wrong
side of history."
In this context supporters of classical marriage are presumed to have no real arguments to offer. So here I
want to offer some reasons  not decrees from on high or from the past, not expressions of hatred or prejudice
 but reasons I hope anyone can understand. I also hope these reasons prove persuasive and helpful in
proclaiming and witnessing to true marriage among families, friends and colleagues.
Regardless, I hope this will help explain why Australian law has always held, and many people still hold, that
marriage is for people of opposite sex.
I will examine five common slogans in this debate  that it is all about justice, that sexual differences do not
matter, that it is all about love, that it is all about the numbers and that it does not affect me. Along the way, I
will be offering some reasons for preserving the classical understanding of marriage rather than redefining it
to include samesex "marriage" (SSM).

1. "It is all about justice"
Recently, Sydney Morning Herald journalist Michael Kozoi wrote that all opposition to SSM stems from
hatred, pure and simple. But if that were true, then all the recent highprofile converts to SSM were
previously homophobes or liars  including Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, Penny Wong and others. If they
were not in fact bigots when they previously thought and said marriage was for a man and woman, then it
should not be presumed that those who now hold that view are bigots either.
In reality, of course, we all know and love someone with samesex attraction. We recognize that people of the
same sex can love each other, sometimes deeply; that they express this in ways that seem similar to the ways
married men and women express their love; and that some people want to commit to this in a public
ceremony. They are usually goodwilled people, who feel they are missing out on something precious.
Because we want the best for them, we feel the tug of the view that everything that makes oppositesex
couples happy should be open to them too. We want no more of the discriminatory or violent treatment that
such people often suffered in the past and sometimes still suffer.
After all, God made every person unique and irreplaceable, as His beloved images in this world, and if God
loves people with samesex attraction, so must the Church. The Catechism of the Catholic Church and the
recent bishops' pastoral letter, Don't Mess with Marriage, teach that every human being, regardless of race,
religion, age, sex or sexual orientation, deserves our reverence; that all forms of unjust discrimination must
be opposed; that everyone is entitled to justice and compassion; and that the challenges of healthy and chaste

friendships are for every human being, whatever their attractions. If Christians have not always talked that
way or walked their talk, we should repent and do better in future.
But when it comes to what the law is or should be, not all differential treatment is necessarily unjust.
Women's hospitals are closed to men; programmes for Indigenous Australians are targeted to them; primary
schools enrol only children. These different treatments are not discriminatory because the differences upon
which they are based are reasonable ones. Women, children and Aborigines merit particular assistance. So if
our marriage laws recognize and support manandwoman relationships for good reasons, the preservation of
those laws will not necessarily be unjust to other kinds of relationship. Under any marriage law, some
relationships will not be recognized as "marriage"  siblings, mere cohabiters, "throuples" and so on  but
unless we know what marriage is, we cannot judge whether this restriction treats all citizens justly. To put it
another way: we all support marriage equality  treating all real marriages equally  the question is: What is a
real marriage?

2. "Sexual differences do not matter"
Until recently the answer to the question What is marriage? was obvious: every serious culture, religion,
philosophy and legal system in the world understood marriage as "the union of a man and a woman, to the
exclusion of all others, voluntarily entered into for life." So it is that a man and a woman undertake not
merely to live together but "to have and to hold" as "husband and wife"  that is, to do what husbands and
wives do, including engaging in acts of lovemaking that are potentially lifemaking.
But if marriage is a natural institution that preexists Church and state, why should governments get involved
at all? For one reason only: because the "marital acts" that bring children into the world also seal and
express the "marital unions" that provide for the longterm nurture of those children. Marriage binds those
whose lovemaking was lifemaking both to each other as husband and wife and to those children as mother
and father. The benefits to children of having the contributions of both a Mum and a Dad, committed to each
other and to them over the long haul, are wellestablished in human experience and social science research
(for instance, here, here and here). In that sense, marriage is the best Department of Population, Health,
Education, Welfare and Crime Prevention we have ever come up with! Other friendships may do other good
things and be worthy of support; but only marriage unites a man and a woman and directs their
complementary sexualreproductive natures to the having and rearing of children. And that is why, uniquely
of all human relationships, states have an interest in their success.
The Catholic Church, following the clear teaching of the Old Testament, of Christ Jesus and of the Apostle
Paul, has always taught that marriage is that unique institution whereby "a man leaves mother and father and
cleaves to his wife so that the two become one flesh" (Genesis 2:24; Mark 10:116; Ephesians 5:2132) and
so may "be fruitful and multiply" (Genesis 1:2728). Recent popes have explored the rich significance of our
sexual differentiation as male and female and of marriage as a comprehensive bodily, emotional and spiritual
union  one that brings and holds together people and values that otherwise have a tendency to fall apart: men
and women, sex and love, lovemaking and lifemaking, babies and parents. St. John Paul II, for instance,
elaborated a contemporary "theology of the body" in which the long tradition about sex being for marriage
and marriage being for man and wife was shown to be rich in argument and profound in implications.
In his recent, muchpraised encyclical on caring for the environment, Laudato Si', Pope Francis also suggests
we must accept ourselves in our bodily being, our masculinity and femininity, accept the Creator's gifts
specific to our own sex and to the opposite sex, encounter someone different and find mutual enrichment in
bringing those gifts together in marriage. The difference and complementarity of man and woman is the
anthropological reality "at the foundation of marriage and the family." Marriage should not, this Pope
suggests, be the subject of endless manipulation according to passing ideological fads.
Of course, this ancient wisdom that marriage is inherently oppositesex is not peculiar to Catholics:
Christians share it with Jews and Muslims; the three great Abrahamic religions share it with the other world
religions of the ancient world and since; the world religions share it with more local ones, for example,
Australian Aboriginal and Pacific Islander religions; and religious traditions share it with most secular
philosophies, legal systems and cultures. Though customs around marriage vary between cultures and over
time, there is remarkable consistency about these four dimensions of marriage:

that it unites people of opposite (but complementary) sex;
that this union is intended to be faithful ("to the exclusion of all others");
that this union is potentially fruitful ("to have and to hold" each other as "man and wife" do and so
open to children); and
that this union is final ("till death do us part").
In almost every case, a fifth dimension has been that this union is regarded as sacred.

3. "It is all about love"
Over the last few decades, there have been some very real advances in appreciation of romance and intimacy
in marriage, in respect for the dignity of women and children, in the sharing of lives and responsibilities
between spouses and in the theology and pastoral care of marriages. Yet, even as our understanding of
relationships has been enriched in these ways, modernity has found itself in a mess about marriage.
In just a few decades, we have moved from a situation where almost everyone in the West got married and
stayed married to one where most people of marriageable age are not married: they live singly or in a series
of more temporary relationships. Eventually one of these relationships may settle into being a sort of de facto
marriage. At some point, perhaps when a couple are thinking of having children, they may decide to
solemnize it. But after years of trybeforeyoubuy and habitual noncommitment, many find they cannot
sustain actual marriages once entered. Some try again  and fail again. Many eschew childbearing
altogether; some want children but in limited numbers, later in life, after achieving other goals. Many
children now grow up without ever experiencing the love and care of a mother and father committed to each
other and to them over the long haul; that makes them in turn less likely to aspire to and achieve stable
marriage themselves. We all know and love people who have suffered from family breakdown; every serious
social scientist and thoughtful economist understands the costs of this. Theories abound about the whys and
wherefores of all this, but the what is undeniable: never before in history have we been so unsuccessful at
marrying.
If we are not as good at entertaining and sustaining marriages as we were in the past, it is surely significantly
because we are at least ambivalent about the defining dimensions of marriage as faithful, fruitful and final. So
too the notion of marriage as a sacred act has been abandoned by many. And now another dimension, the
sexual complementarity of marriage  the very thing which points beyond the union itself towards family life
 is also being questioned. All that may be left at the end of this halfcenturylong unpicking of marriage will
be an emotionalsexual bond that places the wishes of adults for longlived intimacy above all else.
Some will say: no problem. Marriage in their eyes is merely a very flexible label for an institution with no
intrinsic meaning; like Humpty Dumpty, they think a word like "marriage" means precisely whatever they
want it to mean. Five of the nine judges in the recent United States Supreme Court case said as much:
marriage is constantly evolving and merely a matter of selfidentification and social convention.
Reflecting such a "marriage is what you make it" approach, there have been many experiments in recent
years. In 2004 the French President approved Christelle Demichel's "wedding" to her deceased boyfriend, a
policeman killed two years earlier by a drunk driver. About ten posthumous marriages are now registered
each year in France. In the same year a former soldier, Erika La Tour, fell in love with the Eiffel Tower and,
after a "wedding" ceremony, took Eiffel as her surname. The French experiments continue: in 2013 the
mayor of SaintJeandeFos conducted the "wedding" of a woman to a mediaeval bridge  the menacingly
named Pont du Diable in Ceret. But before leaping to conclusions about the French, take note that the "bride"
 Jodi Rose  was an Australian!
Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, in 2009 Amy Wolfe Weber announced that she was to "marry" a rollercoaster
ride. In 2012 a Seattle woman, Baylonia Aivaz, was "wed" to a building set for demolition; she called it a
"gay marriage" because she believed the building had a feminine personality. The following year Florida
woman, Linda Ducharme, took a more masculine ferris wheel for her husband; the Catholic priest who
performed the ceremony has since left the priesthood. This year Yasimin Eleby of Houston, having failed to
find a husband by age 40, decided to "marry" herself in a ceremony conducted by three ministers of religion.

Lest you be tempted to think "only in America," I could point to cases of people purporting to marry
themselves in Britain, China, Holland and Australia; or trying to wed dead people, buildings, vehicles and
other inanimate objects, virtual ones or nonhuman creatures. In 2010, for instance, a young Toowoomba
man, Joseph Guiso, took part in an emotional wedding ceremony with his labrador in the presence of family
and friends. In 2010 the Daily Telegraph reported that a Korean man had married his pillow.
It goes without saying that some of these people should be seeing a doctor rather than a wedding celebrant,
and that there is much more to a marriage than a wedding ceremony. Clearly, lines can be drawn between
marrying persons and marrying objects. But the hyperemotionalised approach to marriage finds some of
these developments hard to resist. In the United States, for instance, there is now a campaign for legalized
polyamory. The National Geographic channel recently ran a sympathetic series on polygamy in America,
Cambridge University Press in the United States published a book In Defense of Plural Marriage and only
this week the New York Times ran a sympathetic oped piece entitled, "Is Polygamy Next?"
The "throuple" is fashionable at present: three people purporting to marry each other at once. In 2013 a
lesbian threesome made international headlines: two had already married each other under the Massachusetts
SSM law but now a third joined their union, solemnized by a minister of religion and regularised by a
complex civil arrangement; with the help of artificial insemination their baby will have three mothers but no
known father. Earlier this year a Thai "gay" threesome made similar headlines after being married by a
Buddhist priest: "Love is love, after all," they said. Most recently, a bisexual severallymarried Los Angeles
throuple made headlines as they told of their bedroom antics and resulting children.
My point in raising these aberrations in contemporary conjugality is not to equate them with SSM  not at all.
It is, rather, to point out that what most SSM advocates and most SSM opponents have in common is a view
that these are not marriages. "All you need is love" really isn't enough. And if we agree on that, then we
agree that we need some concept of what marriage is, what its ends, limits and scope are.

4. "It is all about the numbers"
The intensification of the campaign to redefine marriage to include SSMs has been due to a number of
factors, including:
populist factors  opinion polls suggesting between 60% and 72% of Australians favour change;
party political factors  the wedge politics within the major political parties has been as important as
that between them;
commercial factors  the decision by major corporates to throw big bucks at the campaign, as
happened in Ireland;
cultural factors  "Anglos" and a few Latin nations seem especially interested in SSM; and
international factors  in particular, developments in Ireland and the United States.
It has been argued by SSM advocates that "conservative Catholic" Ireland's overwhelming vote in favour of
SSM proves the tide of history has decisively turned and everyone should now get on board. But hold on ...
First, it is hard to recall when progressives last asserted that we should follow Ireland's legislative lead:
would they also favour its rather restrictive abortion and divorce regimes? Would we normally follow the
polling result of a country whose total population is smaller than Sydney's? Secondly, how "conservative"
and "Catholic" Ireland really is today is a complex matter, as that country has experienced rapid
secularization following entry into the European Union and the clergy abuse crisis; the factors favouring
social change in Ireland may make the "if it can happen in Ireland, it will happen everywhere" line dubious.
Thirdly, just how overwhelming was support for this measure in Ireland? While it's true that 62% of those
who voted, voted in favour, what is rarely mentioned is that only 60% of voters turned out for the poll:
whatever those low polling numbers indicate, barely more than a third  only 36%  of eligible voters actually
voted for legalising SSM in that country. Fourthly, if even 100% of voters thought that only Catholics can
marry or that Irish people can marry their whiskey bottles that surely wouldn't settle the matter: we would
still have to ask What is marriage?
The United States Supreme Court decision in Obergefell v. Hodges, which found a right to SSM hidden in
the U.S. Constitution's due process and equal protection clauses, is also said to be a pointer for us. Again I
wonder ... First, because instead of citizens or MPs making this law, an unelected elite of nine judges did so;

that is not the way Australians, at least, like to decide such important matters. Indeed, the most recent polls
suggest more Americans now oppose the court's decision than support it and that support for SSM has
declined as a result of the Supreme Court's flouting of democracy. As Chief Justice Roberts put it in his
dissenting opinion:
"This Court is not a legislature. Whether samesex marriage is a good idea should be of no
concern to us. Under the Constitution, judges have power to say what the law is, not what it
should be ... Today, however, the Court takes the extraordinary step of ordering every State to
license and recognize samesex marriage ... The majority's decision is an act of will, not legal
judgment. The right it announces has no basis in the Constitution or this Court's precedent ... As
a result, the Court invalidates the marriage laws of more than half the States and orders the
transformation of a social institution that has formed the basis of human society for millennia,
for the Kalahari Bushmen and the Han Chinese, the Carthaginians and the Aztecs. Just who do
we think we are?"
What is more, only the barest majority  five out of the nine judges  favoured overturning the definition of
marriage in most American states. Of course, the Supreme Court majority might be more enlightened than
the citizens and legislators of those states, but it has not always been so: that same court long defended
slavery, minimal worker protection and racial segregation, and still supports the death penalty, negligible gun
control and abortion on demand, even when a majority of citizens have inclined to a more enlightened view.
The legal arguments in the majority judgment are in fact so weak that it embarrasses some SSM advocates.
We might also ask why the few countries favouring SSM, rather than the vast majority of nations not tilting
in that direction, get all the airtime. Senator Eric Abetz recently observed that the Austrian legislature's
overwhelming vote against SSM (110 MPs to 26) went more or less unreported in Australia, while
prominence was given to the "YES" vote on Pitcairn Island  a country with a population of 48! Far from
being some sort of outlier, Australia's current marriage law reflects international law and the laws of the
overwhelming majority of nations (172 of the United Nations' 193 members).

5. "It does not affect me"
Some people would say: this does not really affect me. Governments can decide who is married civilly and
Churches who is married religiously. Just as secular marriage does not endanger religious marriage, so SSM
will not undermine oppositesex marriage. It is really no big deal, so why don't believers just zip it?
Well, first, because Catholics and other Christians are not members of a cult, living in some closedbracketed
community quarantined from the rest of corrupt humanity. Our ability to live marriage well is itself much
affected by whether there is a healthy marriage culture around us. As marriage has been unpicked in various
ways over the past few decades, Catholics and other believers have not been immune to the effects.
What is more, our vocation is to be in and for the world, like leaven helping it rise up to God. As the Second
Vatican Council famously said, "The joys and hopes, griefs and anxieties of the people of this age are joys,
hopes, griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ." Because such things as marriage matter so much to
ordinary people, they must matter to the Church. At a time when so many people are so confused about
marriage, when many are afraid or uninspired to marry at all, or find sustaining a marriage difficult, or grow
up without ever knowing a stable marriagebased family, this would be the worst time for Christians to silent
about marriage. With humility and compassion, never hatred or holierthanthouness, we must propose true
marriage not just for our sake but for everyone's.
For all the "no big deal" talk, marriage is in fact "a big deal"  something very precious and worth preserving.
When men and women get together in this particular way, even people with not much faith, they almost
always surround it with ceremony because they know somethingbiggerthanordinarylife is going on here
and want Someonebiggerthanordinarypeople to bless it. They understand that there is a mystery at stake
that is deeper and hopefully more enduring than passing emotions and fading passions. By a strange natural
and supernatural mathematics, the one plus one that makes two in an ordinary couple makes one in a married
couple: for individually men and women are sexually and reproductively incomplete; only by uniting "as one
flesh" do they become complete in this respect. That oneflesh union consummates their promises and brings
children into the world.

Of course, some marriages are infertile; most marital acts are so. Everyone has always known this too, but
the point was that for every marriage that does bring a child into the world, that child has a Mum and a Dad.
So one plus one equals two for a courting couple, but by vows and oneflesh union then makes one; then as a
result of that oneflesh "marital" union uniquely suited for lifemaking, their one plus one may makes three
and maybe four and more ...
Thirdly, I have argued that knowing what real marriage is, we will understand why it is not arbitrary or
discriminatory to regulate and support it in various ways. What is unjust and untruthful is to say in our laws
that there is nothing distinctive about male and female, husband and wife, father and mother, or nothing
important about bringing the two halves of humanity together in marriage. It is unjust to children to say
having a Mum and a Dad should not matter. It is discriminatory towards those already married or who would
like in future truly to marry to redefine marriage in a way that reduces it to emotions and sex.
Advocates of SSM claim that those who favour oppositesex marriage will be unaffected by this change and
that any legislation will include religious "exemptions." Yet that already frames religious liberty as toleration
by an enlightened majority of an eccentric minority. What is more, some Greens MPs have opposed any such
provisions for religious bodies or openly admitted that any exemptions will be temporary, just to get SSM
laws across the line. Everywhere SSM has been legalised people have been vilified, denied business or
employment, even prosecuted for not cooperating in SSMs. Ministers of religion may be protected, but that is
a tiny proportion of believers. Christian colleges and wedding venues have been obliged to accommodate
samesex couples. Catholic adoption agencies have been forced to place children with samesex couples or
close. Christian employers have been required to extend spousal benefits to "samesex spouses." Health
professionals have been punished for denying artificial insemination (AI) or IVF to "samesex spouses."
Teachers have been required to teach and parents forced to put their children in classes that promote SSM
and homosexual activity. Further examples of harassment and discrimination in the name of this latest
political correctness abound. Several of the judges in the recent United States Supreme Court case admitted
religious liberty was seriously at risk.
Lest we imagine that the Australian SSM movement would be uniquely tolerant of those with a different
view, consider the case of the Deputy Chief Psychiatrist of Victoria who in 2012 was forced to resign his
position on that state's Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission. His crime: he had told a Senate
Inquiry that children do better on average with a Mum and Dad rather than being in a single or samesex
parent family. People hosting or speaking at an Australian Christian Lobby conference on marriage last year
were subjected to such intimidation and vilification  including being labelled as Ku Klux Klan and neo
Nazis  that some speakers stayed away. Recently the SSM lobby in Tasmania has threatened the Catholic
Archbishop with an antidiscrimination suit merely for distributing the bishops' pastoral letter on the subject.
Without doubt the legalisation of SSM would seriously threaten religious liberty in this country.
Fifthly, I think we should resist encroachments by government into the private sphere. We do not want
politicians or bureaucrats telling us who we should love or how or for how long or who we should have sex
with. The only friendship governments and bureaucrats properly get involved in is oppositesex marriage
because it is the nursery of the next generation and so dramatically affects the community's future.
Finally, most advocates of SSM say they simply want what others have got  stripped of unnecessary
elements such as sexualreproductive complementarity and orientation to children, and then remythologized
as romance aspiring to longevity, celebrated with public ceremonial and given legal recognition. But I have
here argued that to admit SSM would not be to broaden the group of those to whom marriage is open, but
rather to change altogether what it is we call marriage; that this is not the further evolution of marriage but
its further hollowing out  not liberation of that institution from the confines of religion and prejudice so
much as deconstruction of that institution. Ironically, in trying to widen the pool of those who have access to
it civilly, we actually deny everyone a chance at the real thing.

Conclusion: Be not afraid
The push to redefine marriage in Australia is not the fait accompli some think it is and those who resist it are
not all bigots without reasons to offer as some suggest. Too much of the supposed "debate" over the issue so
far in Australia has been slogans, emotional spin and almost unprecedented public bullying of opponents.
The real debate has hardly begun and we should resist being railroaded into this social change too quickly.

That said, I must confess some admiration of the highly motivated and well organised minority who have so
effectively used the media, corporations and law to press this change on the general public. I only wish that
the "silent majority" of Australians, who enjoy the benefits of real marriage, would stand up for that
institution with a similar passion and effectiveness.
Some think the way to sure up all friendships is to treat them as marriages. Perhaps this is because modernity
has forgotten how to love. That sounds odd in a culture saturated with love songs and talk of "making love."
Yet the most common "How to?" and "What is?" questions asked of the Google search engines are "How to
love?" and "What is love?" Modernity struggles with any kind of love that goes beyond feelings and
intimacy: the crossshaped, selfgiving, Easter Day sort of loving rather than the heartshaped, selfpleasing,
Valentine's Day sort of loving. I believe that the SSM debate highlights the crucial importance of recovering
healthy nonmarital friendships  selfgiving, otherdirected, generous and chaste.
We must learn again the arts of loving. These habits of heart that are no monopoly of the married, but the
truly married are models for the rest of us of persevering in loving despite radical differences, of commitment
and selfsacrifice for the sake not just of personal or even mutual goals but of yettobemet children and a
yetunknown future society.
The Most Rev. Anthony Fisher, O.P is Ninth Metropolitan Archbishop of Sydney.
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